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 MY OBLIGATION AS A 

FREEMASON 
by VW Bro. Dr. V.V. Chetty  

 
The following article was presented by a 

distinguished brother in Calcutta on January 7, 1984.  

References to Masonic officers in India were omitted 

so as not to confuse our readers.  It seems especially 

relevant having recently completed a Scottish Rite 

Reunion and preparing to elect officers for a new 

year. 
 

OBLIGATION is a binding agreement - moral, legal 

and even spiritual - between two entities. It can also 

be looked upon as 

one's bounden duty, a 

solemn pledge, a 

serious promise, an 

oath an act imposed by 

the relations of 

society, something one 

is bound to do as by 

law or conscience.  
 

In Freemasonry this bond is the obligation of the 

Fraternity to teach the brother the tenets and 

principles of the order and that of the brother to 

learn, assimilate and actually weave them into the 

very web of his life.  
 

In public life, we see many top-ranking men 

occupying high 

offices like that of 

President, 

Governor, 

Ministers, Judges 

of the Supreme and 

High Courts etc. 

They are all 

administered an 

oath of Secrecy and an oath of office, before 

assuming the duties and responsibilities annexed to 

their appointments. The first oath is of vital 

importance in preserving the safety and security of 

the country in times of war, political or economic 

turmoil etc. 
  

Likewise, obligation is a very important aspect of 

Freemasonry. It is a solemn and binding duty and a 

sacred undertaking. It is by the undertaking of duty 

that one can advance and make progress and when 

once one assumes that duty, it becomes part and 

parcel of one's mundane and spiritual life.  
 

In all the degrees of Freemasonry, there is an 

obligation principally concerning SECRECY. 

However, in the third degree in Craft Masonry, 

besides secrecy, the obligation makes a pointed 

reference to maintaining and upholding the 

obedience 'in act as well as in word'.  

 

Secrecy concerns the form, the details of the 

ceremonial, the mariner of teaching and certain 
 

(Obligation – see page 11) 
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From the PR 
Robert R. Cook, 33° 

 

Come on Down! 
 

June is going to be another evening for 

each of us to invite our Masonic brothers 

that are not yet members of the Scottish Rite to an 

open meeting.  Our turn out for the open meeting in 

February was well received and well attended.  The 

topic for the June open meeting (open to all Masons 

– EA, FC, MM) is civil disobedience.  How do we 

square our obligations and charges to be peaceable 

and obedient citizens with civil disobedience?  Are 

we at a time in our country where disobedience is 

necessary or called for?  How did our forefathers 

(Masons) reconcile their actions at the founding of 

our country?   
 

Use these open meetings to expose your Masonic 

brothers to the level of education and discourse that 

takes place every month at our Scottish Rite 

meetings. 
 

There will be another open meeting in September – 

the topic is still being worked on.  We are also 

planning activities to celebrate our centennial in 
October.  Did you know our Valley will be 100 years 

old?  This should be a great occasion for members, 

families and prospects.  Keep up with the planning in 

your monthly newsletter. 
 

 

We are still looking for 

members to assist with the 

newsletter and our other 

communications 

activities.  If you have an 

interest in working on our 

communication activities, 

let me know and we will 

put you to work. 

Southern Colorado Consi story Quill & 
Scroll Guidelines and Staff 

  

Robert R. Cook, 33° - Bulletin Advisor / 719-598-5638 

 rrcook@4masonry.com 
 

Butch Holmes, 32°- Staff Photographer 719-510-1163 

John A. Moreno, 33° - Staff Photographer 303-238-3635  
 

D.J. Cox, 33°- Editor / 970-980-4340 

 djcox2012@hotmail.com  
 

William Klatil, 33° - Webmaster / 720-384-5516 

wklatil@icloud.com  
 

This publication is produced monthly by and for the 

benefit of members, staff, and interested parties associated 

with the Ancient and Accepted Scottish Rite of 

Freemasonry, Southern Jurisdiction of the United States of 

America, and more particularly the Southern Colorado 

Consistory in the Valley of Colorado Springs/Pueblo, 

Orient of Colorado.  The views expressed in this 

publication do not necessarily reflect those of the Southern 

Colorado Consistory or its officers.  
 

Deadline for article submission is the last Friday of the 

month prior to the stated meeting (first Wednesday).  

Articles should be approximately 250-1000 words long.  

Where appropriate, relevant high-resolution images with 

proper credits may be included with your submission.  

Articles may be submitted in hard copy to the office or by 

electronic format via email to the editor.  All articles are 

subject to editing and are published without restrictions 

unless clearly marked as copyrighted.  No compensation 

is given for any articles, photographs, or other materials 

submitted or published.  
 

Notice of publication is provided to members of the 

Southern Colorado Consistory who have provided a valid 

email address.  This publication is published on the web 

site as an Adobe .pdf file.  It requires the free Adobe 

Reader program to read. (A copy of this program can be 

found at http://www.adobe.com).  Current and past issues 

(subject to available storage space) are available for 

viewing on the Southern Colorado Consistory Website.  

Questions pertaining to this publication should be 

forwarded to the Editor or the Consistory Office.  
 

If you have comments, constructive criticisms, 

recommendations, or articles for submission, please send 

them to the EDITOR, Quill & Scroll.  

  

THIS IS YOUR PUBLICATION!!!  Let us know how 

we’re doing.  We need to know if you want to see 

something of particular interest that we haven’t published 

previously.  If you are receiving this e-newsletter, it is 

because we have a valid email address for you.  If you 

know of a Brother who has email but is not receiving these 

notices, PLEASE have him contact the Consistory Office 

and get his email updated or added to our database.   
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Secretary’s Corner 
By Dick Sater, 33° 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

The Supreme Council has announced the following 

brethren for honors: 
 

Knight Commander Court of Honour 
 

Robert Harper 

Michael Palmer 

Randall Sanger 
 

Inspector General Honorary, 33rd Degree 
 

Raymond Dunn 

Barry Nightingale 
 

Installation to take place September 28th at the 

Denver Consistory with dinner to follow at another 

location.  
 

The May Stated Meeting included a celebration of 

Memorial Day before dinner.  Bro. Michael Palmer, 

32°, served as Master of Ceremony for presentation 

and was assisted by several members of the Knights 

of St. Andrew.  The Missing Man poem was read and 

the song of each military service was played by the 

Shrine Band.  The ceremony closed with the playing 

of Taps. 
 

The Stated Meeting was opened at 7p.m. with 

Commander Norman Pechacek, 32°, presiding and 

assisted by Vince Johnson, 32° KCCH, Barry 

Nightingale, 32° KCCH, Master of Kadosh, and 

Jason Bunch, 32°, Wise Master. 
 

After arrangement of the altar by Robert Harper, 32°, 

recognition of masonic dignitaries, presentation of a 

500-Club ribbon to Jeremiah Smith and regular 

announcements, the 20th Degree was presented to the 

current class.  Bro. Jason Bunch presented the 

Prologue. 

 

  

Office Telephone numbers are: 

719-471-7966 

877-471-7966 

719-635-1560 

office hours are now 9a.m.-1p.m., 

Tuesday-Thursday 

The Shrine Band playing before dinner and for the Missing Man 
ceremony. 

Missing Man table for Memorial Day ceremony. 

Michael Palmer, 32°, presides at Missing 
Man ceremony.  KSA members Charles 
Lewis, 32°, and Norman Pechacek, 32°, 
stand vigil at the table for the Missing Man 
at a dinner ceremony. 
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Knights of St. Andrew 
 

Hello My Brothers!   
 

The Knights of St. Andrew are 

always busy around the country.  As 

an example, please read the article Burns Nights in 

California in this month’s Scottish Rite Journal. 
 

I hope your summer has gotten started with a bang 

and that you are primed for adventures this 

season.  Amongst all the festivities, I hope you are 

able to spend some time doing Masonic Education as 

well! 
  

There is an old trope that says that “service 

guarantees citizenship.” 
  

The Knights of St Andrew are a national Scottish 

Rite service organization based the lessons from the 

29th Degree.  You’ll notice us with our distinctive 

sashes, and sometimes we all wear the Kilt, which 

can be great fun! Nationally, we participate in the 

fund-raising projects of the Almoner and participate 

in Celtic festivals as a public visibility.   
 

We invite you to join!  What we offer you is the 

chance to be noticed in Scottish Rite.  By providing 

service to the various Consistory activities, you’ll get 

known as an active member of the 

Consistory.  Services can be anything from general 

support for a stated meeting, presenting the Colors, 

or helping out on Degree work.  Our primary duty 

thus far is to greet members and make sure they feel 

welcome.   
 

But, we also remember that service has to be to 

oneself as well.   The KSA meets informally to 

continue the bonds of Brotherly Love and hosts 
various food-centered events to that end. 
 

It has been tradition that a newly made Black Hat 

joins the KSA for their first year.  We can get you in 

touch with whatever aspect of Scottish Rite appeals 

to you.  We’d love to have you join us in making 

Scottish Rite a vibrant, exciting organization. 
 

If you’re a Black Hat and interested in getting 

noticed… info@ksa-sco.org or 719 337 3909 

 

Editor’s Corner 
By D.J. Cox, 33° 

 

If you have a few spare moments, it 

would be worth your time to read the 

article The Mason Behind Memorial 

Day in the Scottish Rite Journal. 
 

Summer is upon us now.  The Consistory will go 

dark for July and August.  But the work goes on.  We 

are still looking for those masons interested in 

learning more about our craft and joining us.  Brother 

are studying their work for degree presentations.  

Committees are doing their work in membership, 

VMAP, finance and executive management. 
 

Michael Moore, 32° KCCH, once said: “Growth is a 

natural outcome of life if the Scottish Rite Mason 

only follows the simplest lessons he is taught. Every 

day is a new experience that comes with trials, new 

thoughts, new insights and things to figure out, adapt 

to and to enjoy.”  Our learning and improving never 

stops. 
 

Freemasonry is about life. It is about living our lives 

with a special responsibility and with a certain joy.  

Brother Johan Wolfgang Von Goethe wrote that: 
 

The Mason’s ways are 

A type of Existence, 

And his persistence 

Is as the days are 

Of men in this world. 
 

How many of us sit down and talk to our children 

about the past and its impacts on us and them?  Do 

we explain the effects of political actions on them 

and their futures?  And what do you do when so 

many of the current generations seem so 

disinterested and only concerned about the here and 

now?  Do we just give up and hope they get it before 

it is too late or do we keep trying to explain the need 

for their involvement?  I for one believe it is our duty 

as citizens and parents to continue to be involved, 

informed and active.  It is our patriotic responsibility! 

We as Masons need to put the Masonic spirit into 

future years if we are to have a future America. 

  

mailto:info@ksa-sco.org
https://www.bing.com/images/search?q=knights+of+st+andrew+history&id=B5EDB1145A16A0F7467F5FDA7DA9377CE579C68F&FORM=IQFRBA
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A Look Back in History 
extract from the Monthly Bulletin of the ANCIENT AND 

ACCEPTED SCOTTISH RITE OF FREEMASONRY for 

the Valley of Pueblo-Orient of Colorado: SEPTEMBER 

1945) 
 

WHAT IS MASONRY? 

In a world of greed and force Freemasonry teaches self-

restraint and reason.  In a world permeated with the spirit 

of selfish rivalry, it teaches universal brotherhood.  In a 

world of tolerance and bigotry, it teaches tolerance and 

kindness.  In a world of cynical disbelief, it teaches a 

reverence for Deity.  In a world floundering in the depths 

of a great moral and spiritual depression, it teaches 

industry and self-reliance and temperance and integrity. 
 

Its emphasis is always on the nobler point of view, the 

finer choices of conduct.  In a changing and superficial 

world, it points to the eternal and fundamental principles 

that have emerged unchanged from every transition era, 

even as the eternal mountains emerge from the drifting 

clouds that temporarily obscure them.  It aids and 

comforts and reassures, and inspires individuals.  It leaps 

the barriers of race and space to draw together the finest 

aspirations of all men and unite them in a universal 

brotherhood. 
The Western Australian Freemason 

-------*------- 
AN ANCIENT PRAYER 

 

Give us, Lord. A bit o’ Sun, 

A bit o’ work and a bit o’ fun; 

Give us all in the struggle and sputter 

Our daily bread and a bit o’ butter; 

Give us our health, our keep to make 

An’ a bit to spare for poor folks’ sake; 

Give us sense, for we’re some of us duffers 

An’ a heart to feel for all that suffers. 
 

Give us, too, a bit of a song, 

An’ a tale, and a book to help us along, 
 

An’ give us our share o’ sorrow’s lesson, 

That we may prove how grief’s lesson, 

Give us, Lord, a chance to be 

Our goodly best, brave, wise, and free; 

Our goodly best for ourselves and others, ‘Till all 

men learn to live as brothers. 
 

(This ancient prayer was found on the wall of an old Inn, 

Lancashire, England) 

-------*------- 
 

FREEMASONRY IS A BALANCE WHEEL 
 

Every nation, in a varying degree, seems to be in a 

turmoil.  It would be necessary to go far back in history to 

find a time where there was more under-surface 

fermentation in the social and political composition than 

at the present.  Expert observers say that Europe may boil 

over at any minute. Even our own country, removed from 

the national and radical jealousies that have rent the 

continent for many centuries, has changed from a 

“melting pot” to a “test-tube.” 
 

It has been truthfully said that nothing ever stands still---

it either goes forward or backward.  We, of course, want 

to go forward, but we want to progress on well-founded 

principles.  We do not want to embark on vast uncharted 

seas without the compasses of Wisdom to guide us; the 

carefully considered plans and well-founded precedents 

of Strength to sustain us and carry us through to the 

Beauty of worthy accomplishment that will stand the test 

and justify the effort.  There are so many plans and 

schemes abroad designed to cure all our ills and remedy, 

almost overnight, conditions some of which have existed 

as far back as man can remember.  Certainly, many of 

these conditions should be remedied, but it cannot be done 

in the wholesale manner or within a brief period.  We 

cannot digest such large doses of perfection, such liberal 

portions of happiness and prosperity, without getting 

prepared for it.  Like the tunnel worker, we would get the 

“bends” if the pressure was reduced too rapidly. 
 

In a world seething with “isms” and unrest and craving to 

try something---almost anything new and different from 

the past practices, straining to achieve some Utopian goal, 

the path towards which is dubious and uncertain, and the 

Promised Land itself rather vague, there must be people 

who will be level-headed enough not to be stampeded by 

all the fanfare and shouting; there must be cohesive body 

of opinion that will act as a balance wheel, or a steading 

influence, to keep the machinery from falling apart from 

its own wild effort.  There is probably no Order or 

organization better adapted to play that part than 

Freemasonry. 
 

Freemasonry has come down to us from through a long 

and ancient line, and even in its present speculative form 

it is well over two centuries old.  While it has gradually 

changed through the ages, in some of its more superficial 

aspects, yet these changes have been made slowly and 

with great care and have developed little by little on the 

main body of its modes and practices.  The progress it has 

made has been so well grounded on a sound formation 

that it has not been necessary to cast aside and make false 

starts.  It has taken a little longer, perhaps, but it has been 

worth the delay, and its continued and flourishing 

existence is a monument to the value and wisdom of its 

policy. 
London Freemason 

-------*------- 
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THE MAGI 
 

In a fog so thick that a man must chew the air before he 

can breathe it, two Cockneys on the top deck of an 

omnibus watched some oriental visitors in flowing robes 

and huge turbans: “Begging your pardon, sir,” said one 

Cockney to the other, “what might them be as wear night 

shirts for coats and rags for ‘ats?’”  “They be Parsees, sun-

worshipers,--- say prayers to the big blink,” said his 

companion, with an ampliating gesture to indicate the 

place where the sun ought to be.  “Come now, Ye are 

stuffing me neck!” was the response.  “Sun-worshippers 

in London!  Fawncy!” 
 

The Magi were the priests of the ancient Medes and 

Persians, and their religion was the faith of Zoroaster.  

These ancient peoples have long since moldered to eternal 

dust; but the Zend-Avesta, which was written---according 

to tradition---by the Sage himself; is still used by the 

Parsees as their Bible and prayer book.  Originally the 

Magi served as guardians of the symbolical Primal Light, 

or Sacred Fire; and later they were called Magicians 

because of claims to secret learning. 
 

Zoroastrianism was the monotheistic religion founded by 

Zoroaster---or Zarathustra Spitama---the date of whose 

birth is placed variously between 500 and 6350 B.C.  It 

was, primitively, an ethical reform not unlike the 

teachings of the Vedic poets in which abstract moral 

conceptions took the place of a worship of the personified 

Powers of Nature.  Zoroaster fixed, upon the phenomena 

of nature and life, and tried to give a systemized account 

of them.  He saw in the sun the origin of life and comfort 

to man.  He saw good and evil, life and death, sickness 

and health, right and wrong, engaged in an almost equal 

conflict.  And in his vision, the purity of the lambent 

flame, of the limpid stream and of the sweetly smelling 

earth became as one with the moral purity which springs 

from innocence and rectitude. 
 

The fundamental doctrine of the Sage teaches that the 

world is a battleground of two opposing forces, Light and 

Darkness, Good and Evil.  Ahura Mazda---the Creative 

Light---wills the Good and Beautiful; and the Hostile and 

Satanic Ahriman seeks to thwart and overthrow the power 

of God.  Zoroastrianism is a religion and philosophy of 

opposites, or of a kind of Dualism; and this Dualism is the 

basis of all contending activities---constructive and 

destructive---of the world.  It is a war of elements in 

which there is no truce.  But the triumph of Good is 

decreed by Time Illimitable, or God, and the period of that 

triumph will certainly arrive. 
 

Zoroaster taught that the life of man has two parts, that on 

earth and that beyond the grave.  When the soul of man 

inexorably comes to the bridge over which he must cross 

to the other world, a rigid reckoning is made of his deeds.  

For the good, the bridge is safe and wide; for the bad, it is 

thin as a razor’s edge so that he falls into the place of 

punishment designed for the wicked.  Bad deeds cannot 

be undone but they may be balanced by good deeds.  In 

the trail balances of men’s lives there is no forgiveness 

and there is no grace. 

 

In the glow of its primitive simplicity this religion of the 

Aryan had no ritual, no mysticism, no metaphysics.  It was 

a practical ethics.  With the passing of generations, 

however, the old mythology commingled with the 

moralism of the Sage.  Then appeared the worship of the 

Ox-Soul, reflecting the agricultural background of the 

Aryans of old; and their priests---the Magi---developed 

(like the ancient Jewish confraternities called “Sons of 

Prophets”) as a hereditary caste of diviners and seers with 

minute injunctions for ceremonial rites for purification.  

At a later epoch, the religion was established by kings and 

used as an instrument better to control their subjects.  The 

old nature-gods returned to their full pristine glory; and 

an angelogy elaborate with propitiatory fire ceremonies, 

sacrifices, astrology, divination, magic and ancestor-

worship made a complete regalia of superstition which 

clouded the apocalypse of Zoroaster.  And in the eventine 

of his simple and elemental faith, Zoroaster became a 

supernatural figure clothed in the robe of myth. 
 

Our Brother Albert Pike, the learned mentor of Scottish 

Rite Freemasonry, sought a return to the clear and lucid 

and noble vision of Zoroaster; and the moral dualism of 

Light and Darkness. Of Good and Evil, is reflected 

throughout “Morals and Dogma” and the degrees of the 

Scottish Rite.  There are elements of everlasting truth in 

the insight of Zoroaster.  It fits the facts of life.  It is a 

challenge to moral combat, in which men must take sides 

and become Soldiers of Light or fight in the ranks of the 

Lords of Darkness. 
Scottish Rite Journal 

-------*------- 
LIMITATION OF POWER 

 

The history of liberty is the history of limitation of 

governmental power, not the increase of it.  When we 

resist, therefore, the concentration of power, we are 

resisting the process of death, because concentration of 

power is what always precedes the destruction of human 

liberties. 
Woodrow Wilson  
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Planning Calendar 

june 2019 … 
5th (Wednesday)   5:00 pm  Membership Committee Meeting  

7:00 pm  Stated Meeting (Building opens at 5:00 pm) – OPEN MEETING 

      Presentation: Role of Freemasons and Civil Disobedience  

by Ray Dunn, 32° KCCH 

29th (Saturday)    Conferring Degrees 

      Communicate the 21st through 24th degrees 

Exemplify the 25th degree 

Communicate the 26th through 29th degrees 

26th (Wednesday)  4:00 pm  Executive Committee Meeting 
 

July 2019 …  Southern Colorado Consistory is dark – No Stated Meeting 

 

august 2019 …  Southern Colorado Consistory is dark – No Stated Meeting 

 

September 2019 … 
4th (Wednesday)   5:00 pm  Membership Committee Meeting  

7:00 pm  Stated Meeting (Building opens at 5:00 pm) – OPEN MEETING 

      Presentation: TBD 

20th (Friday)    Conferring Degrees 

      Exemplify the 30th degree 

Communicate the 31st degree  

Exemplify the 32nd degree  
october 2019 … 
2nd (Wednesday)   5:00 pm  Membership Committee Meeting  

   7:00 pm  Stated Meeting (Building opens at 5:00 pm) – OPEN MEETING 

      Feast of Tishri hosted by the Lodge of Perfection during dinner 

Presentation: TBD 

     Special Note:  the SCC 100-year Centennial Celebration will occur in October. 

               More information will be available in the future. 
 

november 2019 … 
6th (Wednesday)   5:00 pm  Membership Committee Meeting  

7:00 pm  Stated Meeting (Building opens at 5:00 pm) – discussion of 32nd degree 

7th (Thursday)    Fall Reunion 

8th (Friday)    Fall Reunion 

9th (Saturday)    Fall Reunion and Banquet (dinner) 

 
December 2019 … 
4th (Wednesday)   7:00 pm  Stated Meeting (Building opens at 5:00 pm) – Election of Officers for 2020 
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 A Journey  
By Floyd Davis, 32° (alias Brother Walker/walking) 

 

Masonry symbolizes the memories of a journey wanting 

to be.  The stick is unable to stand on its own.  My hand, 

holding the stick, steers me on a path of enlightenment.  

The stick is a record of that path.  I am a Master Mason in 

possession of some masonic mysteries, knowledge and 

inspiration.  I store these images in my heart, mind and 

soul and my intention is to spread the passion found in 

masonry. 
 

As Masons, we are all encouraged to share the stories of 

our journeys in and through life.  I simply choose to utilize 

a story-telling methodology.  To be sure, the Journey stick 

is a hand carved expression of the symbolism of many 

subjects, principles aand 

expression of philosophic 

ideas and ideals within 

masonic life.   
 

Several powerful and 

profound priciples are 

symbolized in the 18th 

Degree.  The central 

symbols are the Pelican, 

the cross with sun rays, 

the acacia bush and the 

rose.  It would take more 

space and time to deleve into these in any great detail in 

this venue.  However, let us discuss one symbol at this 

time --- the pelican. 
 

Pythagoras introduces the concept of how man thinks and 

the Supreme Architect operates with man.  To more 

deeply undertake the understanding of this concept let us 

look at the pelican.  The main symbol featured on the 

beautiful gold jewel of the 18th 

Degree is the mother Pelican 

pecking her breast to feed her 

babies.  The pelican feeding her 

young with her blood is a 

prominent symbol of the 

Eighteenth or Rose Croix Degree 

of the Ancient and Accepted 

Scottish Rite and was adopted as 

such from the fact that the 

pelican, in ancient Christian art, 

was considered as the emblem of the Savior.  Now this 

symbolism of the pelican, as a representative of the 

Savior, is almost universally supposed to be derived from 

the common belief that the pelican feeds her young with 

her blood, as the Savior shed his blood for mankind; and 

hence the bird is always represented as sitting on her nest, 

and surrounded by her brood of young ones, who are 

dipping their bills into a wound in their mother's 

breast.  But this is not the exact idea of the symbolism, 

which really refers to the resurrection, and is, in this point 

of view, more applicable to Christ, as well as to the 

Masonic Degree of which the resurrection is a 

doctrine.    The pelican reminds us how self-sacrifice is 

often required to protect those whom we love as well as 

what we love. 
 

Dr. Mackey believed the true theory 

of the pelican is, that by restoring her 

young ones to life by her blood, she 

symbolizes the resurrection.  The old 

symbologists said, that the male 

pelican, who destroyed his young, 

represents the serpent, or evil 

principle, 

which brought 

death unto the world; while the 

mother, who resuscitates them, is 

the representative of the Son of 

Man of whom it is declared, "except 

ye drink of His blood, ye have no 

life in you."   Hence the pelican is 

very appropriately a symbol of 

Freemasonry, whose great object it 

is to teach by symbolism the 

doctrine of the resurrection, and 

especially in that sublime Degree 

of the Scottish Rite wherein, the 

old Temple being destroyed and 

the old Word being Lost, a new 

temple and a new word spring 

forth -- all of which is but the 

great allegory of the destruction 

by death and the resurrection to 

eternal life. 

 

We are here to learn how to live 

and adjust to circumstances 

around us.  When one has a strong faith, a strong 

attachment to God, the creator of the universe, it is not 

necessary to live under the thumb of circumstances that 

threaten our well-being. The pelican parent, male and 

female, has been given the instinctive heart to care for 

their young when starvation, thirst and a well-adjusted 

living is a threat to their children's livelihood. They 

sacrifice their lives for their young.  The wood burl on the 

Journey Stick is another example of how infections, 

killing infections of life, can be localized and the life of a 

tree or forest is protected from extinction or death. The 

Grand Architect of the universe is in charge, representing 

Him is the Master of the Lodge.  Nature, the universe and 

the ground floor of the lodge are representative of the 

classroom.  

In Morals and Dogma, Pike delares:  

“The Pelican feeding her young is an 

emblem of the large and bountiful 

beneficence of Nature, of the 

Redeemer of fallen man, and that of 

humanity and charity that ought to 

distinguish a Knight of this Degree.”   
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june 

Birthdays 
1st  Quintana, Antonio Jeronimo 10th  Wells, Henry Ray   21st  Harrington, John Joseph 

 Kelly, Carmon Clyde   Proctor, Jerry Deleen  22nd Sears, Gary Van 
 Leucht, Thomas H   Capps, Charles Martin   Salberg, David Lee 
 Judy, Michael Edgar   Surek, Joseph Benjamin  25th Hair, Richard Eugene 
2nd Barron, Lance Russell  11th Moore, Arthur William   Smith, Ronald Lee 
 Cantu, Manuel Robert  13th Hanson, Richard Alfred   Armour, Charles Robert 
4th Sharp, Samuel Lee  14th Kohn, Robert Wolfe  26th Campbell, Paul Malcolm 
 Potter, John David   Smith, Brian Kent    James, Jesse William 
5th Mahar, William George   Spath, Harold N    Tising, James Ralph 
 Seaburn, Lewis Orville  15th Haynie, Gerald Karl   Roberts, Edward James 
 Ragan, Robert Neal   Seifert, William Paul   Walton, Gerome 
6th Robertson, Lionel George  16th Meredith, Shane Bradley  27th Niles, Donald Lee 
7th Terrill, Mervin Ernest  17th Eckman, David Elwood   Smith, Jeremiah Merril-Dennis 
 Erickson, John William   Comstock, Gerald Wayne  28th McCracken, John Chas  
8th Yates, Clinton Lewis   Drewes, Richard Baron  29th Kneis, Mark John 
     19th Cleek, Robert Thomas  30th Ruybalid, Frank Eluterio 

     McGuire, Kevin James 
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     Memorial Scroll  

    DATE    NAME 

September 1, 2018  Truman Backenberg 

May 15, 2019  James Joseph Clark 

 

      

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Information current since last Quill and Scroll newsletter 

 

ROSE CROIX FUNERAL TEAM 

All Scottish Rite Masons in good standing are entitled to have a Rose Croix Funeral service at the time of their passing.  Members 

should advise their families of their wishes to have this beautiful service.  It is a very dignified service intended to help bring comfort 

to the family. The current members of the Southern Colorado (SCC) Consistory Rose Croix Funeral Team are:  Wise Master, Bart 

Guthrie, 33°; Senior Warden, Hershel “Butch” Holmes, 32°; Junior Warden, Blake Simmons, 32°; and Wise Master, Ronald Smith, 

32° KCCH; Senior Warden, Charles Lewis, 32°; and Junior Warden, John Weed, 32°.  If you are interested in joining the Rose Croix 

Funeral Team and helping them, contact the office or Bart Guthrie, 33° for more information.  
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(Obligation – from page 1) 
 

modes of recognition which will enable us to 

distinguish a genuine brother from a base impostor. 

In the obligation of the first degree, there is a short 

Anglo-Saxon word 'hele' which means 'to bury or 

cover up'. It connotes that away in the great store-

house of memory, far out of reach of profane, the 

brother will hide away all the affairs of the Lodge 

particularly those which are derogatory to its dignity. 

In a deeper sense Secrecy refers to spiritual and 

philosophical TRUTHS which can only be 

experienced but cannot be expressed. Unless one has 

a prepared mind and one cannot imbibe such Truths 

- Why throw pearls before swine!  
 

The idea of an OBLIGATION of secrecy existed 

from time immemorial in many Ancient Rites and 

Initiations. In the Ancient Mysteries or Secret 

schools of Egypt and Greece, the obligation of 

Secrecy pertained to the inspired NEW Philosophy 

of the Unity of the Godhead (Monotheism) and the 

Immortality of the soul - a philosophy quite 

antagonistic to the beliefs of the common man of that 

age in the concept of Polytheism without any idea of 

a SOUL or its immortality.  
 

It is interesting to note 

that while we take the 

obligation on the bible 

and seal it with our 

lips, the initiates 

among the GOTHS 

took theirs upon a 

naked sword and sealed it by drinking mead (a 

mixture of water and honey fermented and flavored) 

out of a human skull. In Scotland, the candidate for 

initiation into the mediaeval guilds took his 

obligation by taking off a slipper and handing it over 

to the Worshipful Master (W.M.).  
 

The candidate or the Brother must take the obligation 

in front of the Altar, facing the W.M. and assuming 

a particular posture depending on the degree. He 

should place his hand or hands on the religious book 

of his own religious faith that he may deem it more 

solemn and binding on his conscience.  
 

The OBLIGATION must be taken out of free will 

and accord. Free will is an essential part of our nature 

and we must see that it is preserved in the candidate 

if he were to use his powers unfettered in the 

fulfilment of his Masonic duties. The certainty of the 

obligation involves the corresponding certainty of 

free will.  
 

Although the ceremony of obligation immediately 

concerns the Candidate, it should be clearly 

understood by all others that they too 'take' the 

obligation along with the candidate 'inwardly' to 

remind themselves of it once again.  
 

The serenity, sublimity and solemnity of the 

occasion demands an absolute and perfect silence on 

the part of all the other Brethren assembled in the 

Temple. They stand 'to order' with military precision 

but not 'at ease'.  
 

There is another facet of Masonic obligation - that 

pertaining to Grand Lodge Officers. They take an 

obligation with regard to the duties and 

responsibilities appurtenant to their respective 

offices.  
 

At the level of the Lodges 

however, there is a 

variation. The ancient 

Charges and Regulations 

are read out to the Master 

elect at his installation and he is obliged to signify his 

unqualified assent to all of them. It is significant to 

note that while the candidates for the various degrees 

take the Obligation of Secrecy and the Officers at the 

higher levels of our hierarchy an Obligation of duty, 

the Master elect takes both. The W. M., while 

investing his officers, enumerates their duties. 

Although they do not actually take any manner of 

obligation, it is understood that they are bound to 

perform their tasks faithfully and conscientiously.  
 

Our obligation alludes to two other excellences of 

character namely fidelity and obedience - Fidelity to 

the Constitution and ancient landmarks and to the 

laws and regulations of the order. No wonder, every 

time we close the Lodge either in the Craft or the 

higher degrees, we remind ourselves of the 

obligation to lock up our secrets in the safe and 

sacred repository of our hearts.  
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As every word and gesture in our ritual is 

meaningful, it is important to study the ritual with 

some depth, of understanding to see if we can 

perceive in the various words that are used, the 

gestures and the ceremonies that are performed, an 

ever-deeper significance.  It seems to me that this is 

what may be meant when we obligate ourselves to 

make a daily advancement in Masonic Knowledge. If 

we become aware, at 

every moment, of 

what it is we are 

doing, then we begin 

to see even outside 

the Lodge, the 

practical application 

of the lessons which 

we learn within the 

Lodge.  
 

We have yet another 

aspect of Masonic obligation - the Moral aspect.  
 

Morality has its axioms like the other science; and 

these axioms are justly termed moral Truths. They 

are as certain as Mathematical Truths. Given the idea 

of entrusting some money to a friend for safe 

custody, the idea to keep it faithfully is attached to it 

even as to the idea of a triangle, the idea that its three 

angles make two right angles is attached. The friend 

may 'swallow' the money, but it cannot be construed 

that he has changed the true nature of morality. Thus, 

it is that a Moral Truth is so supreme because like all 

Truths it is what it is and does not alter its values to 

please any caprice. Always the same and always 

present, it condemns the guilty will which pretends to 

deny its existence. To the necessity of believing the 

Truth, the necessity of practicing it is added. The 

practice of the Moral Truth is OBLIGATION. There 

are degrees of importance among different 

obligations but there are no degrees in the obligation 

itself. One is not nearly obligated, or almost 

obligated but wholly so or not at all. Moral Truth is 

absolute, immutable and universal.  
 

The highest and most sacred facet of Masonic 

Obligation is however its SPIRITUAL aspect - that 

of treading the path of TRUTH, the path of Light or 

the path of Knowledge by:  
 

1. Acquisition of Moral Truth (first degree).  

2. Acquisition of Intellectual Truth (second 

degree).  

3. Reflection on the "most interesting of all 

human studies" - the "knowledge of 

yourself." (third degree) and  

4. Introspection ("digging" and "descending" 

into one's own self) and acquisition of Divine 

knowledge and coming face to face with the 

Godhead and becoming a Godman (H.R.A. 

Degree).  
 

This is the 

course of 

action a 

True 

Freemason 

is bound to 

take by the 

force of his conscience.  
 

Broadly speaking, all the above are expressed or 

overt obligations as indicated in the rituals of the 

various degrees in Freemasonry.  
 

When we assume an expressed obligation. we also 

take in a host of IMPLIED obligations. The word 

'implied' derives its importance and significance 

from the legal doctrine of "implied powers."  
 

They form a separate but no less important a place 

and are evolved from our expressed obligations. 

Their number is vast but limited by the reflections of 

the brother enumerating them.  
 

To begin with, a man upon becoming a Mason should 

THINK and ACT Masonically. He must remember 

that he has FAITH in GOD, that he owes his 

allegiance to his country, that he must master himself 

by learning to control his anger, his strengths and 

weaknesses. Such thoughts should motivate him to 

lead a clean and virtuous life making the Tenets and 

Principles of Freemasonry the guiding factors in all 

his transactions with the outer world.  
 

 A second implied obligation is ATTENDANCE. 

Attendance at a Masonic 

meeting is more than a 

privilege; it is an implied 

obligation of membership. 

One of the Ancient 

Charges regarding 

attendance is specifically 

printed on the summonses 

issued by all Lodges. If one voluntarily assumes the 

opportunities of fellowship, one is literally obligated, 
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by implication, to share one's personal charm, 

wisdom and presence with one's brethren. By his 

attendance he converts his presence into action and 

Social Interaction. Action on his part must become 

an integral phase of his attendance lest these virtues 

be perverted into apathy and absence.  
 

Masonry provides many opportunities to its 

members for reflective considerations. The moral 

and spiritual symbolism of our rituals is unparalleled 

and patiently awaits our study. Through such 

reflection will come SELF-DISCIPLINE - discipline 

in attire, punctuality, 

prompt payment of 

dues, behavior in the 

Temple and the Ante-

room, observance of 

proper etiquette in all 

Masonic duties, 

sobriety at the festive board and temperance in 

speech etc. The panorama of SYMBOLISM is so 

inviting that once a brother opens the door to this 

wonderful aspect of Masonry, he is incredibly 

intrigued and becomes a compulsive student. Try!  
 

Unfortunately, many of us regard Obligation as a 

duty, a dreaded drudgery, a burden which soon 

becomes oppressive. But we should regard the word 

as synonymous with OPPORTUNITY. Having 

assumed an obligation expressed or implied, you 

should consider it a challenge, an invitation – 

literally an opportunity which might have escaped 

you, but which now has assumed the importance 

which demands recognition in terms of specific 

achievement. The OPPORTUNITY should be a 

reminder to help those less fortunate than yourself, to 

correct some faults in yourself which irritate others 

or to improve yourself by broadening your horizon 

through study and self-improvement. 

OBLIGATIONS and OPPORTUNITIES come in 

many varied forms. For the benefit of your family and 

loved ones, you owe them an obligation of keeping 

yourself mentally, physically, socially and spiritually 

fit – clean and healthy! For the benefit of your Lodge 

– you owe some measure of overt support in all is 

purposeful and laudable activities and for the benefit 

of Masonry you have the OBLIGATION and 

OPPORTUNITY to create a favorable image in order 

that the world may know that upon becoming a 

Mason, you have become a better man.  
 

The Ancient and Arabic 

Order of the Nobles of the 

Mystic Shrine - an 

organization which has 

grown out of Masonry 

though not strictly and 

directly related to it 

ritualistically - are the first to admit that true Nobility 

of character can and should be developed by us, (the 

Blue Lodge Masons). They believe that all Masons 

who have reached a measure of NOBILITY are 

entitled to join their Order.  
 

INTEGRITY for us is a close relative of Nobility. It 

is that virtue which comes from an honest pursuit of 

IDEALISM through a determined program of 

IMPROVEMENT. In other words, if we set for 

ourselves an objective which is idealistic and which 

we strive for, by improving ourselves every day in 

every way, we are bound to develop that outstanding 

trait of impeccable INTEGRITY. I have heard some 

men, upon applying for membership in our Order, 

admit they were impressed by the integrity of some 

of their friends and business associates, who 

happened to be Masons. Obviously, this bespeaks the 

value of our lessons so beautifully expressed in our 

ritual. As such, INTEGRITY ought to rank high in 

the list of Implied obligations.  
 

The Masonic lapel 

button worn on the 

coat collar is neither a 

decoration nor an 

exhibit. It carries with 

it a most profound 

obligation. Every 

Freemason has a dual role in life; he is an individual 

and a Mason. He has in his trust the honor and 

reputation of the Fraternity. The wearing of the 

button carries with it those qualities of honor, 

integrity and stability of Moral and Spiritual 

character the Fraternity expects of him in all his 

dealing with the community around him and the 

outer world. 
  

Another implied obligation is PARTICIPATION. 

We owe it to ourselves to take active part in any 

organization we join. There is nothing more 

deadening - more personally demolishing than sitting 

idly on the sidelines, watching others doing the work 

of the Organization. This is true whether that 
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organization is our Lodge or a Social Service Club. 

Let us not cheat ourselves out of a pleasant and 

highly rewarding experience of PARTICIPATION.  
 

RESPONSIBILITY is still another implied 

obligation. We as True Masons 

should exercise sound and 

acceptable judgement in all our 

actions and should be willing to be  

held accountable for all such 

actions. This obligation imposes a 

very weighty load upon all of us because it should 

impress us with the fact that we reflect Masonry to 

the public. If we are responsible citizens, responsible 

workers and responsible elements in our 

communities, we cannot help but raise the standards 

of Freemasonry where ever we are.  
 

Two more obligations which, as good citizens we 

should be at the forefront to assume are INITIATIVE 

and INVOLVEMENT. In these days when the 

common man is silent and apathetic on such issues, 

we as good men must provide that nucleus of 

community leadership -- that example of good 

citizenship which will compel us to exercise our 

initiative in those projects and activities which 

contribute to the improvement of our homes, our 

communities and our country. Some may ask, how 

do we do this?  
 

The answer to this question is by the recognition of 

yet another implied obligation -

-- DEDICATION! Dedication 

to the principles and tenets of 

our great World Order - 

dedication to high standards 

which our senior brethren have 

set for us as noble legacies. It is 

such dedication that brings us 

together now in our earnest and sincere efforts to lead 

people from darkness to Light. It is also our bounden 

obligation to motivate others less interested to RE-

DEDICATE themselves to the glorious Fraternity 

and act upon its basic tenets and lessons.  
 

A very important implied obligation in any 

organization is that of EXPANSION. No 

organization can exist without the infusion of "new 

blood" (to replace the "tired blood") which permeates 

and overcomes a static institution. It is our bounden 

duty to EXPOUND the virtues of our Masonic 

Fraternity. In a stirring and inspiring speech before 

Grand Lodge, M.W. The Grand Master of the Grand 

Lodge of California once proclaimed ''If 

Freemasonry is good let us talk about it". We need 

not be obnoxiously 

aggressive about it but 

let us be sincere, earnest 

and informative. Let 

those outstanding men in 

our community, in 

public and private 

offices and business houses and men in many 

professions know that it is not invitational but 

selective.  
 

 The last and 

most important 

implied 

obligation is 

MASONIC 

PRIDE. If you 

spell the second word slowly and carefully, you will 

recognize that the letter 'I' is in the middle of that 

word. Translate that letter into the Pronoun, first 

person singular you will recognize the most 

important "person" in this whole concept of Implied 

obligations. Speak earnestly, sincerely, persuasively 

and forcefully to that "person" because he is the most 

important person -- the strongest link in our Fraternal 

chain.  
 

Please develop Masonic Pride now and let that pride 

guide your every act! If you are truly proud of your 

Masonry, and if you demonstrate your pride by your 

conduct in life, then it must follow, as day follows 

the night, MASONRY will be proud of you!!  
 

The GREAT WORK of Masonry is "nothing less 

than a concerted effort to carry out the duty that is 

laid upon us, as those who strive to possess the 

LIGHT, to spread that light abroad throughout the 

world and actually become fellow-laborers with the 

G.A.O.T.U. in His great plan for the evolution of 

mankind." (Annie Besant in her forward to that 

monumental work "The Hidden Life in 

Freemasonry" by C.W. Leadbeater 33°.)  
 

So, to earnestly endeavor to accomplish this great 

task is, at the highest level, MY OBLIGATION AS 

A FREEMASON.  
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Southern Colorado Consistory   Valley of Pueblo/Colorado Springs 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

     Ronald A. Seale, 33° 
Sovereign Grand Commander 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Stephen M. Munsinger, 33°   Karl J. Hinkle,  33°    Robert R. Cook, 33° 
Sovereign Grand Inspector General       Orient SGIG’s           Valley SGIG’s  

    Orient of Colorado    Personal Representative   Personal Representative 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Barry D. Nightingale, 32° KCCH  Jason M. Bunch, 32° Norman A. Pechacek, 32°   Vincent T. Johnson, 32° KCCH 

Venerable Master               Wise Master          Commander              Master of Kadosh 

Lodge of Perfection   Chapter of Rose Croix    Council of Kadosh         Consistory 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Michael L. McMillan, 33°    Charles E. Lewis, 32°  James S. Eaches, 33°  Richard Sater, 33° 

          Almoner    Prelate          Treasurer      Secretary/Recorder/Registrar 

  

ALLEGIANCE 

 The bodies of the Ancient and Accepted Scottish Rite of Freemasonry, sitting in the Valley of 

Colorado Springs/Pueblo, Orient of Colorado, acknowledge and yield allegiance to the Supreme 

Council (Mother Council of the World) of the Inspectors General, Knights Commander of the 

House of the Temple of Solomon. 
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Support your 

Southern Colorado Consistory Scottish Rite 

1150 Panorama Drive 

Colorado Springs, CO 80904-1715 

 
Email: socolorcoscotti@qwestoffice.net 

 

Office Telephone numbers: 

719-471-7966 

877-471-7966 

719-635-1560 

 

We aspire to inspire our Members 
 

We constantly work to develop meaningful Degrees and Programs 
 

We endeavor to create opportunities for our Members 
 

We believe in Fellowship 
 

We encourage in Personal Growth 
 

We care for our Members 
 

We strongly support our charity RiteCare  
 

(speech and language therapy for children in need) 
 

We cherish in our Historical Presence 
 

We honor, respect and promote Patriotism and support our Troops / Veterans 
 

All of this requires strong and dedicated members to accomplish our goals and tasks. And, unfortunately, ever 

increasing financial support.  Please consider SCC in your estate planning.  Planned gifts, also known as 

legacy gifts, are the result of financial planning often involving a future estate. These gifts include bequests 

in wills, trusts, life insurance, personal property, and annuities.  Such gifts would allow SCC to continue 

Scottish Rite activities.  Thank you in advance for any and all support! 

mailto:socolorcoscotti@qwestoffice.net

